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SEMIADJOINT FUNCTORS AND QUINTUPLES

ROBERT DAVIS

Abstract. We obtain a generalization of adjoint functors and

triples by axiomatizing the behavior of Albanese varieties, obtain a

few basic properties, and show that abelian varieties form a gen-

eralized type of triplable category over complete abstract varieties.

1. Basic properties. Let i/:<B—>(2 be a functor. We will say that

U has a left semiadjoint V if there are an object function F:Objd

—>Obj(B and a functor £:fl3—>Ab, where Ab is the category of

abelian groups, such that £-SÇAut( UB), and the following conditions

are satisfied. For every object A of Ct, there is a fixed map aA'.A

—*UVA=FA such that f:A—*UB implies the existence of unique

maps g: VA-^B and cEEB such that f = cU(g)aA. Furthermore, if

h:Bi-+B2 and cEEBi then E(h)(c)oU(h) = U(h)oc. We will often

write A* or even (7(A)* for E(h). EB will be called the group of

translations of B.

Note first that V becomes a functor in the usual way. Let/: A —*B,

g'.B^C be maps of ß; then V(f) is the unique map in (B such that

aBf = cUV(f)aA for some cEEVB. We will denote this c by c(f).

Clearly V(lA) =1va- Also cccg = c(g) UV(g)aB and we have

<*cgf = c(g)UV(g)aBf

= c(g)UV(g)c(f)UV(f)aA

= c(g)(V(g))*(c(f))U(V(g)V(f))aA

whence V(gf) = V(g) V(f) and Fis a functor. Thena:la—>UV=F is a

seminatural transformation, that is, for each f:A—*B there is a

unique c(f) EE VB such that aBf = c(f) F(f)aA. We have also the result

that c(gf)=c(g)V(gU(f).
We obtain a back adjunction ß: VU—*l® in the usual way; if

J3£0bj (B then ßB: VTJB^rB and dBEEB are the unique maps such

that dBU(ßB)aUB = luB. Thus U(ßB)aUB=dB~1EEB. Now suppose

that f'A—*UB; the unique maps g:VA—*B and cEEB such that

f = cU(g)aA are given by the formulas g=ßBV(f) and c = dB(ßB)*c(f),

since
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dB(ßB)*c(J)U(ßB)F(f)aA = dBU(ßB)c(f)F(f)aA

= dBU(ßB)auBf

= /•

In contrast to a, ß is a true natural transformation: if g:B—*C in (&,

gßs =ßcVU(g). To see this, we observe that

U(gßB)ctuB - U(g)dTB   = g*(d~B)U(g)

and

U(ßcVU(g))aUB = U(ßc)FU(g)aUB

= U(ßc)c(Ug)-iaucU(g)

= (ßc)*c(Ug)-W(ßc)<xucU(g)

= (ßc)*c(Ug)~1dc1U(g)

from which we get

U(g) = g*(dB)U(gßB)aUB

and

U(g) = dc(ßc)*c(Ug)U(ßcVU(g))aUB

whence ßcVU(g) =gßB; also, g*(dB) =dco (ßc)*c(Ug). Furthermore, ß

acts almost like an ordinary back adjunction. If g: VA—*B, there is at

least one mapj:^4—»Í723 such that ßBV(j) =g, namely j— U(g)aA. To

see this, note that ßBV(j) =zßBVU(g) V(aA) =gßvAV(aA), so we need

only show that ßvA V(aA) = lVA. But

U(ßrAV(aA))aA = U(ß7A)F(aA)aA

= U(ß7A)c(aA)-'aFAaA

= (ßvA)*c(aA)-lU(ßVA)aFAaA

= (ßvA)*c(aA)     o dVAaA

so aA = (ßVA)*(c(aA))dvAU(ßvAV(aA))aA and this implies that

ßVA V(aA) = \VA and also that <2y] = (ßvA)*c(aA).

Further miscellaneous consequences of the definitions which we

shall need are: first, iícEE VUB then

(ßB)*(c) = (ßB)*(c)lUB = (ßB)*(c)U(ßB)aUBdB

= ßBcauBdB.

Next, let c EEB ; then
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(ßB)*c(c)U(ßBV(c))aUB = U(ßB)c(c)F(c)aUB

= U(ßB)auBC

,-i ,~i
= aB c = cdB

= cU(ßB)auB

which implies that ßB=ßBV(c) and also that c = (ßB)*c(c), i.e.,

U(ßB)c(c)=cU(ßB). Finally, suppose that dEEB, f:A-*UB, and

df=f. Then there exist unique cEEB and g: VA—+B such that cU(g)aA

=f; then dcU(g)aA=cU(g)aA implies dc = c, or d = \vB. Thus a

translation other than 1 has no "fixed points."

Now we are ready to define the analog for semiadjoints of the con-

cept of triple for ordinary adjoints.

Definition. A quintuple Q = (F, a, ß, G, c) on a category a consists

of a functor F: ß—>ß, a functor G: ß—>Ab such that GA ÇAut(P^), a

natural transformation ß'.F2—*F, and a seminatural transformation

a:\a->F where, if f'.A—>B, aBJ=c(f)F(f)aA for a unique c(f) in GB\

also, ßoFa = \, ßo Fß=ßoßF, and /¿¿«í^GG^l. We write dy\ for

Maöh-a- In addition, we require that: if dEGFA, then ßAd =

ßAdaFAdvAßA; if cEGA then c^a=mac(c) and ßAF(c)=ßA; and

f:B-^FA, cf=f imply c= lFA. An algebra over 0 is a pair (^4, £) where

¡■'.FA-+A, £P(£)=&u, and fouGAut^). We write d~A for £aA and

£*(d) for !-daAdA for each dEGA ; and we require that there be for each

d a map c'.A—^A such that£<2 = c£; and that if cG£*<^4 then c^ = ^c(c)

and£P(c) =£, and cf=f implies c=l¿ for all maps/with codomain A.

A homomorphism/:(^l, £)—>(23, f) is a map f:A-^B such that fF(/)
=/£. The category of Q-algebras and homomorphisms is denoted

byß9.
Clearly a quintuple arises from any semiadjoint situation if we

put F = U V, G = E V, ß = Uß V. Conversely, we have :

Proposition 1. Define U:a9^>a by U(A, Ç)=A, U(f)=f, and
V: ß-»ß° by VA = (FA, ßA), V(f) = F(f). Then Vis left semiadjoint to
U.

Proof. We first begin to construct the functor E. Put E(^4, £)

= £*GA and E(£) =£*. Then £*(d)£=£¿, for dEGA, since £daAdA£

= ci;aAdAi; = c{;=!;d. Furthermore, ¿a=£*(<2imc(£)_1)> since if dA is

defined by this equation, we have

HaAdAt = ZaAl;dvAc(Ç)-1 = Zc(Z)FQi)ctFAdvAc(Ç)-1

= MOÉFttWá^ett)-1 = üßAUFAdvActi)-1

= Z*c(mc(S)-1 = £ = la*,
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so %aAdA = lA since £ is epic. Thus, dAEE(A, £) as required.

Now, let (B, f) be an algebra and f\A^>B. There exist maps

g:VA-*(B, f) and cEE(B, f) such that/ = cga4, namely g = ÇF(f)
and c = dBÇ*c(f). We must show that c and g are unique; it is this

step which requires the extra conditions imposed on f in the defini-

tion. Suppose cgaA=dhaA where h: VA—*(B, f) and dEE(B, f). By

multiplying both sides by d_l we may write the equation in the form

cgaA = hctA ; then

h = hßAF(aA) = SF(h)F(aA) = ÇF(cgaA)

= SF(c)F(gaA) = SF(g)F(cu)

= gßAF(aA) = g,

so cgaA =gaA and c = ls.

Next let/:(A, i;)—>(B, f) be a homomorphism. Since £ is to be a

functor, the map /* will have to satisfy Ç*G(f) = Ç*F(f)* =/*£*, and

since f * is epic this equation will define /* provided it defines it con-

sistently, i.e., provided f*(c)=f*(d) implies Ç*F(f)*(c) =Ç*F(f)*(d).
But ÇcaAdA =£*(c) =£*(d) =£daAdA so fca^ =¿¿0!^

/¿ca^i = f£daA

ïF(f)caA = rF(/)da¿

UF(f)*(c)ïF(f)aA = t*F(f)*(d)ÇF(f)aA

and therefore Ç*F(f)*(c) =f*77(/)*(d). Next, write c=£*(d); we must

verify that /c =/*(»/. We have f*(c)ft=M*(dm = ï*F(f)*(d)ÇF(f)
= CF(f)d=fl;d=f¡;*(d)¡;=fcl; and the desired equation follows since £ is
epic. Now, £* isa homomorphism since £*(cd){ = ¿cd = £*(c)£d=£*(c)

£*(d)£ and £ is epic; since f*, F(f)*=G(f), and £■* are all homomor-

phisms, so is /*. It is straightforward that (gf)*=g*f*- Thus E:Q?

—»Ab is a functor. |

2. Products. The preservation properties, etc., of ordinary ad-

junctions do not carry over easily to the case of semiadjunctions.

However, we can prove :

Proposition 2. Let & be a category with finite products and Q

= (F, a, p, G, c) a quintuple on Q with the property that cAEE(A, £),

cBEE(B, f), pA:AXB—>A implies G(Pa)(c(caXcb))=c(ca.). Then

ft9 has finite products which are preserved by U.

Proof. We define (A, Ç)X(B, Ç) = (AXB, p) where p = (£Xf)
•(FpA, FpB):F(AXB)—>AXB. There are six conditions on p to be

verified.   One   sees  straightforwardly   that   paAy,B = (^*(c(pA))dAl)
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X(f*(c(^B))¿¿,)GAutMX23). The condition pF(p)=pßAxB follows

as in the case of ordinary triples. If dEG(A XB), it is easily seen that

P*(d) = (tFpA)if(d)X(ÇFpB)if(d);   thus, it  follows   that  E(AXB,  p)

=E(A, £)XE(B, r). Then pApF(cAXcB) =£F(cA)F(pA) =£F(pA) =pAp

and   similarly   pBpF(cAXcB)—pBp   so   pF(cAXcB) =p.   Suppose   /

= (g, h):C->AXB and  (cAXcB)f=f. Then  (g,  h) = (cAXcB)(g,  h)
= (cAg, cBh) so cA = 1A, cB = lB. Only the remaining condition requires

our hypothesis on G(pA), namely that (cAXcB)p=pc(cAXcB). For

this, we have pA(cAXcB) =pA(ÇXÇ)(c(cA) Xc(cB))(FpA, FpB) =

£c(cA)F(pA)=£F(pA)c(cAXcB)=pApc(cAXcB) and similarly for pB.

Hence (A XB, p) is an object of ß9 and that it serves as the product

follows as in the case of triples. H

3. Abelian groups in categories. The standard example of a

semiadjoint situation (see [l]) has ß= category of abstract varieties

and everywhere-defined rational maps, 03= category of Abelian

varieties, UB = the underlying variety of B, EB = the underlying

group of B, VA =the Albanese variety of A. We will use for ß instead

the category of complete varieties and approach axiomatically the

question of whether 03i=ß9.

Thus, let ß be a category with finite products and a terminal

object T, and let 63 be the category of abelian group structures on the

objects of ß. Suppose ¿7:63—*ß has a left semiadjoint V and let 0 be

the induced quintuple. We will write tA:A—+T and eB:T—*B for the

unique maps .The obvious functor 03—>ß9 is faithful; we will show it is

full and representative. Let (A, £) be any 0-algebra.

Lemma. ^((FdA)*(c(^))dVA1c(dA)) = 1A.

Proof. We know that %*(dvA) =dA£*(c(!;)) so the equation is

equivalent to

dA   = {•((PaA)«(c(Ö)c(Ö-1c(ax))

= dA¿*(FdA)*c(l;)t*c(t)-1

or  h(c(Ç))=b(FdA)*c(Ç).   This   is  equivalent   to £c(£) =£F(dA)c(£)

which is true since £ =£F(dA). B

Proposition 3. 63 is equivalent to ß9; in particular, the category

of abelian varieties is "quintuplable" over the category of complete ab-

stract varieties.

Proof. First we show that there is an abelian group structure on A

making %:FA—*A a homomorphism. Clearly since £ is a retraction

there is at most one such structure. Write mFA'.FA XFA^FA for the
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multiplication, i¡rA:A—*A for the inverse and epA\T^>FA for the

identity. Define mA=^mFA(aAdAXaAdA), iA=e,ÍFAotAdA, eA=£eFA.

The verifications of the group laws on A, of the fact that £ is a

homomorphism, and that any homomorphism /: (A, l-)—*(B, f) is a

homomorphism on the induced group structures are all variations of

the same technique, so we will prove only the identity mA(ÍAAA)

= eAtA. Recall that mFA is a homomorphism. Then :

mA(iA,\A)(i = frnFA(aAdA£ÍFA.aAdA£,aAdAC)

= &nrÁF($)kiPAF(í)k,F(Z)k)

= íF(QmFFA(k,k)(iFAF(í)kAFA)

= &AmFFA(k,k)(iFAF(Ç)k,lFA)

= CmFA(pAk,ßAk)(iFAF(C)k,lFA)

= &>lFA(c,c)(ÍFAF(C)k,lFA)

= Ç*(c2)èmFA(iFAAFA)(F(è)k,lFA)

=  l*AfrrAtFA(F(&k,l,A)

= ^eFAtpA = eAtFA = eAtA(g)

where k = (F(aAdA))*c(Ç)apAc(dA) and c = (FdA)*(c(^))dv\c(dA), and

we have applied the lemma. Now £ is epic since it is a retraction, so

we get mA(iA,\A) =eAtA as required. H
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